Cloudrise Partner Spotlight
ABOUT CLOUDRISE
Combining decades of data protection expertise with automation, Cloudrise focuses
on securing data wherever it resides. Founded by business and security entrepreneurs
with experience in global markets, successful startups, and Fortune 500 companies,
they have spent the last two decades delivering data protection solutions while
raising the bar for innovation, service delivery, and risk reduction. Cloudrise assists
organizations by assessing, enabling, automating, and managing their data protection
and privacy programs.

ENABLING CUSTOMERS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES
Netskope is the clear leader for providing unrivaled visibility and real-time data and
threat protection when accessing cloud services, websites, and private apps from
anywhere, on any device. Since Cloudrise’s inception, they put stock in a long-term
relationship with Netskope and their superior technology, making them the partner
of choice.
In addition to a massive amount of innovation, Netskope is also the most complete
unified platform for enabling companies to transition into the cloud computing
arena. Cloudrise not only uses Netskope internally, but also helps customers manage
their Netskope instances in order to better operationalize the product. Cloudrise
enables customers to:
•

Utilize the full capabilities offered by the Netskope platform

•

Equip their current team with the adequate tools and resources to implement,
and manage the Netskope platform

•

Eliminate overspending and time generating custom reports for business stakeholders

•

Instill data security governance, strategy, and prioritization

•

Streamline alerts and fine-tune policies

•

Adequately demonstrate ROI on their Netskope purchase

As a Netskope partner that has been trained and authorized to provide professional
services, Cloudrise can help customers by:
•

Delivering assessment, technology enablement, automation, and managed services
focused on data protection and privacy

•

Assessing current Netskope deployments, providing recommendations to get the most
out of the technology, building automation, and managing the Netskope platform

•

Providing talent, expertise, and automation for customers who do not have those
resources in house

Working with Netskope, Cloudrise combines decades of data protection experience with
automation, securing data wherever it resides. They help organizations get the most
out of the Netskope platform, automate manual processes, and enable visualization of
data risk. By utilizing the Netskope platform, Cloudrise has been able to help customers
transition from the world of on-prem to the cloud.

NETSKOPE + CLOUDRISE: BETTER TOGETHER
In a recent project, Cloudrise was able to displace a customer’s existing CASB, DLP,
and web proxy technologies, rollout Netskope to more than 4,500 users, and implement
automation to address time-consuming processes, all within three months of getting
engaged by Netskope. Netskope’s world-class technology platform, coupled with
Cloudrise’s unrivaled service solutions, allow for the ability to provide seamless solutions
to customers. Both companies are able to quickly identify customers’ needs and engage
the other to provide a timely, seamless, and superior technology and services solution.

The Netskope security cloud provides unrivaled visibility and real-time data and threat protection when accessing cloud services,
websites, and private apps from anywhere, on any device. Only Netskope understands the cloud and takes a data-centric approach
that empowers security teams with the right balance of protection and speed they need to secure their digital transformation journey.
Reimagine your perimeter with Netskope.
To learn more visit, https://www.netskope.com.
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